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ABSTRACT

Diffusion-cooled Nb hot-electron bolometer (HEB) mixers have the potential to
simultaneously achieve high intermediate frequency (IF) bandwidths and low mixer noise
temperatures for operation at THz frequencies (above the superconductive gap energy).
We have measured the IF signal bandwidth at 630 GHz of Nb devices with lengths L =
0.3, 0.2, and 0.111M in a quasioptical mixer configuration employing twin-slot antennas.
The 3-dB IF bandwidth increased from 1.2 GHz for the 0.3 pm long device to 9.2 GHz
for the 0.11M1 lon g device. These results demonstrate the expected 1/L

2
 dependence of

the IF bandwidth at submillimeter wave frequencies for the first time, as well as the
largest IF bandwidth obtained to date. For the 0.1 pim device, which had the largest
bandwidth, the double sideband (DSB) noise temperature of the receiver was 320-470 K
at 630 GHz with an absorbed LO power of 35 nW, estimated using the isothermal
method. A version of this mixer with the antenna length scaled for operation at 2.5 THz
has also been tested. A DSB receiver noise temperature of 1800 ± 100 K was achieved,
which is about 1,000 K lower than our previously reported results. These results
demonstrate that lar ge IF bandwidth and low-noise operation of a diffusion-cooled HEB
mixer is possible at THz frequencies with the same device geometry.

I. INTRODUCTION

To date, diffusion-cooled hot electron bolometer (HEB) mixers have achieved low
receiver noise temperatures at 1.100 GHz tli and 2.5 THz r21 and large intermediate
frequency (IF) bandwidths- 31 . Phonon-cooled HEB mixers have also shown very good
performance though the IF bandwidth is ultimately limited by the electron-phonon
energy relaxation time. The combination of low-noise and hi gh lEF is both desirable and
critical for applications in radioastronomy. Unlike the SIS mixer, the HEB mixer works
k‘ell above the superconductive enemy gap frequency (fo --- 750 GHz for Nb) which
makes it the detector of choice for observational science applications at THz frequencies.
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In fact, the HIFI Instrument planned for ESA's Far-IR and Sub-millimeter-wave
Telescope (FIRST) will employ HEB-based receivers for its two hi ghest THz bands.

We will present recent measurements of the small area Nb HEB mixers, which have
been measured at frequencies above the superconductive energy gap. The purpose of this
work is to verify theoretical predictions of large IF bandwidth in the diffusion-cooled
regime and ascertain that low receiver noise temperatures are maintained for the same
device geometry for operation at THz frequencies. First, IF bandwidth measurements at
630 GHz are discussed, followed by mixer noise temperature measurements at 2.5 THz
and 630 GHz. Comparison with other published works shows that these results are
among the best reported to date.

II. HEB MIXER DESIGN AND EXPERIMENTAL CONSIDERATIONS

The dimensions of the Nb devices tested are designed to have bridge lengths of 0.3,
0.2, and 0.1 pm, and a width of 0.1 gm. The thickness of the bridge is nominally 12 nm,
however, the actual thickness may vary because it is inferred by monitoring the
deposition time. A detailed account of the self-aligned fabrication process, DC electrical
characterization and mask layout are given by Bumble et al. E71 . Good thermal and
electrical contact between the Nb microbridge and the gold contact pads is assured
because the evaporation of the two films is done consecutively without breaking the
vacuum. Figure 1 depicts the mixer design showing the layout of the twin-slot antenna,
the CPW transformer connecting the antenna to the HEB device located at the center, and
the CPW rf filter structure used for DC bias of the bolometer and coupling the IF signal
out of the mixer.

For our quasioptical mixer design, the silicon chips containing the HEB device,
antenna, and embedding circuit are glued to the backside of an elliptical Si-lens with an
cyanoacrylate adhesive. Using a microscope and micropositioners, the device center is
placed at the second focus of this lens. The alignment accuracy of this procedure has
been verified to be better than 25 gm (see discussion of beam pattern measurements
below). The Si-lens is then clamped into the mixer mount and aligned with the optical
axis of an Infrared Labs dewar.

The IF signal bandwidth was measured using two monochromatic sources. A fixed
frequency signal source at 630 GHz signal is provided by a Gunn oscillator pumping a
frequency doubler followed by a frequency tripler (x2x3). The tunable local oscillator
(LO) source is a backward-wave oscillator (BWO), which is easily tuned over a 20 GHz
span by varying the anode voltage. Since the spatial mode pattern of the emitted radiation
from the over-moded BWO varies with voltage, a polyethylene lens is used to redirect the
beam into the dewar. The radiation from the BWO and from the multiplier is combined
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using a 2 mil Mylar beamsplitter. At each frequency point the LO radiation is re-aligned
as necessary to maintain a constant pump power level and hence a fixed bias point of the
HEB. Since the objective is to observe a large signal bandwidth, narrow-band cooled
amplifiers were not used for this measurement. The frequency dependent loss of the
microstrip line connecting the HEB chip to the K-connector, the semi-rigid cable used to
bring the signal from the 4.2 K stage to the outside of the dewar, the two 30-dB room-
temperature Miteq amplifiers, and the input of the spectrum analyzer, were all carefully
measured. The product of these losses was used to calibrate the data before extracting the
intrinsic frequency dependence of the HEB mixer. The receiver noise temperature was
also measured at 630 GHz by the Y-factor method using a similar setup. The
monochromatic signal source was replaced with a hot or cold load. These loads are made
of a cone-shaped eccosorb foam which was either at room temperature or LN,
temperature. A 4.2 K cooled HEMT amplifier was used as the first stage for the IF
system to amplify the signal from the HEB mixer by —40 dB, and a bandpass filter with
center frequency of 2.180 GHz and bandwidth of 300 MHz was inserted before the two
Miteq amplifiers. A power meter was used to measure the IF output.

The receiver performance at THz frequencies is measured using an experimental
setup similar to that described Karasik et a/. f2} , and briefly discussed here. The local
oscillator source is a CO 2-pumped far-infrared laser operating on the 118.8 gm (i.e. 2.5
THz) lasing line of methanol gas. The radiation is steered towards the input window of
the dewar using two mirrors and a 1 mil thick Mylar beamsplitter. The power level and
polarization is controlled using two metal grids which can be rotated relative to each
other. The Y-factor is determined by switching between a hot (295 K) and cold load (-95
K). Atmospheric absorption is eliminated in the signal path and part of the LO path by
placin g the beamsplitter and the temperature loads in a vacuum box mounted to the
dewar. The need for a vacuum window on the dewar is hence eliminated and only a Zitex
filter181 is mounted on the LN,-shield to prevent room-temperature infrared radiation from
reachin g the mixer block. This minimizes the loss between the hot/cold load and the
HEB mixer, and reduces superfluous noise temperature contributions. Thus our system
accurately measures the receiver noise temperature without any corrections for
atmospheric absorption or windows. The mixer IF output is amplified using a LHe-
cooled HEMT amplifier having a gain of —40 dB with a noise temperature <4.0 K in the
frequency band of interest, 1.9 to 2.4 GHz. The IF signal is bandpass limited to
300 MHz, with center frequency of 2.18 GHz and is further amplified using two room-
temperature 30-dB amplifiers. A 3-dB attenuator is inserted between the amplifiers to
avoid standing-waves and reflections. A DC voltage proportional to the signal intensity
is obtained usin g a fast rectifier diode after the amplifier chain. The Y-factor is derived
from measurin g the AC and DC component from the voltage of the diode as a chopper
periodically switches between the hot and cold load. The AC voltage component is
measured usin g a lock-in which measures the rms value of the waveform. Since the
waveform created by the chopper is approximately sinusoidal, the Y-factor is calculated
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as follows: Y = (DC + JAC) /(DC JAC). Due to power fluctuations in the FIR-
laser power it is currently necessary to use this technique. A more stable LO source
would make a lock-in measurement technique unnecessary.

III. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

A. DC Measurements

In Fig. 2 a representative I-V characteristic of an Nb HEB device is shown at 4.2 K
(upper trace). This curve was measured during the initial DC tests of the device, using a
dipstick setup. The nominal device dimensions are LxWx1-1.0.1x0.1x0.012 jim a . The
critical current of 186 RA implies a critical current density of this device is
1.6x107 A/cm2 . The normal state resistance is 15.4 S2. The lower three traces are of the
same device, measured at 2.2, 3.1 and 4.2 K, after mounting it into the mixer block
several times. The critical current density is noticeably reduced, 75 gA at 4.2 K, but is
almost fully recovered when the bath temperature is lowered to 2.2 K. This change to the
microbridge effectively lowers the T, of the superconductor and results in a small kink in
the I-V when the critical current density is reached. This kink typically occurs with a
reduction of the critical current. All receiver noise measurements at 2.5 TH2 were
performed using this device after this small change occured. Excellent mixer performance
was obtained as discussed below, and other devices showing similar small changes have
also given good performance.

B. Twin-slot Antenna Beam Pattern

The proper alignment of the HEB mixer was verified by measuring the beam pattern
of the receiver, as shown in Fig. 3. The HEB was operated as a direct detector for this
measurement by heating it to just below the transition temperature of the superconducting
film and biasing it in a constant current mode. The dewar is placed in the far-field (>10x
Rayleigh length) of the beam from an FIR-laser operating at 2.5 THz. The magnitude of
the AC response to the chopped far-infrared radiation is recorded as a function of the E-
plane rotation around the axis of the bolometer. The main beam full-width-half-
maximum, eHp is 0.87° degrees with the first sidelobe intensity down 10 dB. The
calculated effective Gaussian beam waist of the exiting beam from the Si-lens is

2237r61
Hp = 5 mm which agrees well with published findings at lower frequencies[93.

The highly collimated receiver beam pattern, having an f-number 66, is due to this large
beam waist which is directly related to the diameter of the Si-lens. The slight asymmetry
of the receiver beam is believed to be due to displacement of the HEB from the lens
center. For the Si-lens used in the experiment, the thickness along the central axis is
8.153 mm. A displacement of the HEB along in the E-plane, 8x , can be related to the off-
axis angle, 0, of the exiting beam: 8x=40•0 11m/degree. Hence the displacement seen in
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Fig. 3 of <0.1 degrees translates to less than 5 p.m in the E-plane. The resulting
displacement of the beam away from the central axis in the E-plane is, in this case, only a
very small fraction of a degree. A displacement might also exist in the orthogonal
direction, the H-plane, but currently we have no method of adjusting the dewar pitch
an gle in a controlled manner.

C. RF Spectral Response

Prior to characterizing HEB mixer performance the RF spectral response has been
checked using a Bruker IFS120HR Fourier-transform spectrometer. The center
frequencies and bandwidths ( ,-,50%) in general agreed with that expected for twin-slot
antennas, indicating that the mixer RF spectral response is dominated by the planar
antenna. The center frequency found experimentally for a twin-slot design at 600 GIL
matches well with theory, however, a shift to lower frequencies of 20% is observed for
designs at 2.5 THz [21 . A new twin-slot design, with a 10% reduction in the slot length
was therefore fabricated to obtain a more desirable center frequency for the 2.5 THz
measurements. The HEB was used as a direct detector for the spectral response
measurements. In order to increase the HEB voltage responsivity, the device was
operated at 6.9 K. Since, based on the design, the peak response was expected to occur
around 2.5 THz. the spectra were measured using a 23 gm Mylar beamsplitter which was
judged to be ideal for the required frequency band: 1,200 GHz to 3,450 GHz (the Fabry-
Perot resonances of the beamsplitter were outside of this band). The spectral response for
antenna/RF-filter Type I (our first design), shown in Fig. 4, peaked at 2.0 THz having a
somewhat asymmetric shape. The 10% shorter version, Type II (new design), not only
displays the desired shift upwards in frequency, centered on 2.2 THz, but it's shape is also
more symmetric. At an LO frequency of 2.5 THz, Type II offers an increase of I dB in
responsivity relative to Type I. Hence, the device geometry we have investigated has an
slot len gth of 0.28?„, ( is the free-space wavelength) and a RF-filter Type II. The large
ringing present in the spectra. especially pronounced for the shorter slot antenna device, is
due to standing waves in the device substrate. From the 164 GHz period of the
undulations. the predicted substrate thickness is 267 pt.m which is close to the nominal
254 p.m thickness specified by the wafer supplier. The 5 to 10% amplitude variations are
due to the finite thickness of the cyanoacrylate adhesive that is used to glue the devices to
the Si-lens. This adhesive is currently used since it readily dissolves in Acetone. If a less
viscous adhesive. such as UV-curable optical glues, is substituted, this thickness would
decrease and the standing wave pattern would be negligible.

D. Intermediate Frequency Bandwidth Measurements at 630 GHz

A systematic study of the mixer 3-dB IF bandwidth on the HEB device length has
been performed. The objective is to confirm that the 1/L2 dependence, measured at low
microv.ave frequencies'''. holds as expected at submillimeter wave frequencies (where
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these mixers will find practical applications). The IF bandwidths of HEB devices with
lengths of 0.3, 0.2, and 0.1 pm were measured. Figure 5 shows the results of two devices
with dimensions LxW=0.1x0.1 iim2 , which had a normal state resistance of 17 and
critical currents of 160 and 130 1.tA. The data exhibits some scatter and periodic dips
which we attribute to the interplay between the frequency sources, and also to reflections
in the microstrip section. Since the two sources are not frequency locked together, the
BWO displays a frequency drift on the order of 10 to 15 MHz. Although the IF spectrum
is averaged during the measurement, the IF-power can vary by as much as ±1 dBm over
the 15 MHz span. The data points in the graph represent the average power throughout
this band. Reflections are caused by impedance mismatch at the bonding wire transition
from the device chip to the microstrip line and the solder joint between the microstrip line
and the K-connector. From a 1-pole fit to the data, the 3-dB points are found to be
8.1 GHz and 9.2 GHz. The difference in the IF bandwidth could be caused by the choice
of the bias point and physically different bridge lengths. The IF bandwidth of a
0.08x0.08 gm 2 device has also been measured. The results showed no clear roll-off for
frequencies up to 15 GHz. Due to the large scatter in the data, about 4 dB, this
measurement result has not been included in the analysis of the length dependence.

In order to compare the experimental findings to theoretical predictions, the length
and width of selected devices have been inspected using an SEM. The measured and
"designed" sizes P °3 are plotted together in Fig. 6. A trend is apparent that the length is
about 20% longer and the width is about 20% narrower for the very smallest devices.
Taking account of this correction the IF bandwidth has been plotted versus the actual
bridge length in Fig. 7. The plot also includes our previous microwave results [31 for
comparison. Using a electron diffusion-cooling limited model, the frequency roll-off is
predicted to depend on the bridge length as: f3dB = irD I 2E2 , where D is the diffusion

coefficient and L is the device length. As seen in Fig. 7, the 630 GHz results fit the
expected length dependence well. From the fit we find the diffusion coefficient to be 0.95
cm2/s, which is a reasonable result for a 120 A thick Nb film1111.

E. Receiver Noise Temperature Measurements at 2.5 THz

In Fig. 8(a), a series of pumped I-V curves are shown when systematically varying the
LO power of the 2.5 THz FIR-laser. For each of the curves, the optimal bias point
resulting in the lowest receiver noise temperature, is indicated with a square marker. The
position of the marker is consistently coincident with the knee in the I-V curve separating
the normal state domain from the large differential resistance domain. The corresponding
receiver noise temperature as function of the bias voltage is also shown - a characteristic
parabolic shape is apparent.

Figure 8(b) shows the receiver noise as a function of LO power at 2.5 THz. The
absorbed LO power is estimated using the "iso-thermal" method [123 . This method
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assumes the HEB mixer element can be treated as a lumped element with a single
electron temperature. The best result of 1,800±100 K was obtained for an absorbed LO
power of 22 nW, at a bath temperature of 4.2 K. The large error bar for the noise
temperature is due to laser power fluctuation during the measurement. These power
fluctuations are due to oscillations between several transverse modes in the FIR laser,
only one of which couples to the HEB mixer {13 ' 143 . Efforts are underway to improve the
stability of the FIR laser. This result is an improvement over our previous results {151 and
is attributed primarily to the improved antenna design.

F. Receiver Noise Temperature Measurements at 630 GHz

The lowest stable receiver noise temperature achieved at 630 GHz was 470 K, as
shown in Fig. 8(b), with an estimated absorbed LO power of 35 nW. Because of the
stability of the local oscillator source (a BWO was used to pump the HEB mixer)
chopping techniques were not needed during the measurement. For some LO power
levels a lower receiver noise temperature (minimum was 320 K) was observed when
biasing the device at a point of large or slightly negative differential resistance. However,
biasing at a point of negative differential resistance should not be considered a viable
operating point because of stability problems and fluctuations.

Figure 9 summarizes the DSB receiver noise temperatures available in the published
literature to date. In this work we have been able to achieve the lowest receiver noise
temperature for diffusion-cooled Nb HEB mixers at two frequencies: 630 GHz and
2.5 THz.

Iv. SUMMARY

This paper presents recent experimental results obtained with Nb HEB mixers having
geometrical dimensions which makes diffusion the dominant cooling mechanism. A
systematic study of the 3-dB IF bandwidth with length has shown the expected 1/L2
dependence for the first time at submillimeter wave frequencies. In fact, a 0.1 pm long
device has given an IF bandwidth of 9 GHz, a receiver noise temperature of about 470 K,
and an absorbed LO power of only 35 nW at 630 GHz. This is the largest IF bandwidth
reported to date with extremely low receiver noise. In addition, by improving the mixer
antenna and RF filter circuit, a receiver noise temperature of 1800±100 K has been
achieved at 2.5 THz. This is the lowest noise to date obtained at this high frequency, and
represents a significant improvement in the state-of-the-art for THz heterodyne mixers.
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FIGURES

Twin-slot Antenna
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I 1 Type I

II H CPW RF-filter

FIG. 1. Layout of HEB mixer circuit. Two slot lengths, 0.31A.90 and a 10% reduced
version measuring 0.28k0 (where ko is the free space wavelength), together with two
variations of the first section of the rf bandstop filter, Type I and Type II, have been
implemented.
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FIG. 2. DC I-V characteristics of a Nb HEB device measured during the initial dipstick
test into Llie (dashed line) and three months later after multiple mountings in the mixer
block (solid line). Note the decrease of the critical current from 186 jiA to 74 1..tA at 4.2
K, which is partially recovered when lowering the bath temperature to 2.2 K (150 [tA).
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FIG. 3. Measured E-plane beam pattern at 2.5 THz receiver with HEB operated as a
direct detector.
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FIG. 4. RF-response of HEB mixer. A spectral resolution of 1 cm -1 was used during the
measurement with the Fou4 :er-transform spectrometer.
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FIG. 5. Relative SSB conversion efficiency vs. intermediate frequency for two different
HEB devices with 600 GHz twin-slot antennas.

FIG. 6. Design and actual dimensions of Nb microbridge. The actual dimensions are
found by visual inspection of SEM photographs.
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FIG. 7. Scaling of signal bandwidth with device length.
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FIG. 8. (a} Pumped DC I-V of HEB mixer for increasin g LO power levels at 2.5 THz.
The square symbol indicates the optimal bias point to achieve the lowest DSB noise
temperature. (b) DSB noise temperature of HEB mixer vs. the estimated absorbed LO
power.
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FIG. 9. The graph gives a summary of the currently reported DSB noise temperatures of
competing heterodyne receiver technologies. In the graph, the most recent results, 320-
470 K at 630 GHz and 1800±100 K have been included.
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